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Abstract
Weight normalization (WN) can help to stabilize the distribution of activations over layers, which boost the performance of
DNNs in generalization. In this paper, we further propose deep structural weight normalization (DSWN) methods to inject
the network structure measurements into the WN to fully acknowledge the data propagation through the neural network.
In DSWN, two novel structural measurements are developed to impose regularity on each network weight using different
penalty matrices. One is sparsity measurement (DSWN-SM). In this measurement, L1,2 weight regularization is applied in
our proposed model to promote competition for features between network weights to obtain a sparsity network and finally
prune the network. The other is neuron measurement (DSWN-NM). It uses L2 norm of column weight to scale up or down
the importance of each intermediate neuron, which leads to accelerating the speed of network convergence. Extensive experiments on several benchmark image datasets using fully connected network and convolution neural network are performed,
and the proposed DSWN-SM and DSWN-NM methods are compared with state-of-the-art sparsity and weight normalization
methods. The results show that DSWN-SM can reduce the number of trainable parameters while guaranteeing high accuracy,
whereas DSWN-NM can accelerate the convergence while improving the performance of deep networks.
Keywords Weight normalization · Structural learning · Sparsity measurement · Neuron measurement

1 Introduction
Recently deep learning architectures [1–3] such as deep
neural networks (DNNs) have achieved success in various
fields including image clustering [4], semantic segmentation [5], text classification [6] etc. Several normalization
techniques [7–9] have been introduced, which improve both
learning and generalization capacity of DNNs. For example,
Batch Normalization (BN) [7] is widely used in many deep
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networks as a regularizer to facilitate training by explicitly
normalizing inputs of each layer to have zero mean and unit
variance. Inspired by BN, weight normalization (WN) [9]
trains neural networks through a re-parameterization of
weight vectors that have low computational overhead. To
further boost performance of DNNs, the recently proposed
Orthogonal Weight Normalization (OWN) [10] offers a new
viewpoint in deep learning as it learns orthogonal filter in
the DNNs. OWN constructs an orthogonal transformation
over proxy parameters which smooth the optimization process. The orthogonal weight in OWN helps in energy preservation, and therefore stabilizes the distribution of activations
over layers within DNNs. OWN has shown many advantages
in neural networks. For example, applying OWN in minibatch is useful for training and it does not limit memorybandwidth like BN. However, OWN does not consider the
importance of network structure and requires large expanse
of memory and computation power to train the network
due to large number of parameters and learnable weights.
Simultaneously, it increases the risk of overfitting and the
difficulty of network training.
Addressing the problem of the increased parameters
number, many parameter mitigation methods have been
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proposed to make network more compact and finer in different ways. From the perspective of network structure, some
pruning [11, 12] and L1-regularization [13] were developed
for removing unnecessary weights in the DNNs. Generally,
these methods achieve compact models with low computational cost at the expense of accuracy. Therefore, finding
sparse representations of neural networks which reduce the
number of weights without sacrificing the accuracy has
been of great interest recently. Zhu et al. [14] introduced a
new sparsity decorrelation regularization constraint which
explicitly forces the network to learn a set of less correlated
filters. Wen et al. [15] showed that structural sparsity learning can not only improve training accuracy, but also speed
up evaluations for DNNs. Furthermore, Liu et al. [16] used
group Lasso [17] for reducing the redundancy of parameters
in convolutional neural networks. Additionally, exclusive
sparsity [18] a popular way to enforce sparsity is through
(1, 2)-norm, is basically the 2-norm over 1-norm groups,
that results in promoting sparsity across different vectors.
Moreover, neurons represent the importance of features
in DNNs. However, OWN ignores the influence of neurons
on network structure. Based on the fact, scaling features
as one of the structural method is widely used in machine
learning to improve the convergence speed of the algorithm [19]. Therefore, neuron scaling is necessary to tackle
the significance of features. In fact, some neuron ranking
algorithms have been proposed to this aim. For example,
LeCun et al. [20] identify the weak neurons and perform
better than that of only using the magnitude of the weights.
Hu et al. [21] have proposed network trimming to prune
unwanted neurons build on the statistics of zero activation
neurons (APoZ) without influencing the final accuracy of
the neural network. Han et al. [22] show that the norm
of weights is still effective neuron ranking measure and
crops sparse models. Though these structural techniques
can improve generalization of neural networks, they are not
able to achieve efficient convergence as well as competent
accuracy at the same time.

Inspired by the above discussions, in this paper we propose
a new deep structural weight normalization (DSWN) method,
which injects the network structure measurements into the
OWN [10] to fully acknowledge the data propagation through
the neural network. In our proposed DSWN model, two novel
structural measurements are developed to impose regularity
on each orthogonal weight, which is shown in Fig. 1. Firstly
a sparsity measurement (DSWN-SM) utilizing the exclusive
sparsity [18] is proposed to obtain a sparse neural network,
which also helps to reduce redundancies among network
weights. In this measurement, L1,2 weight regularization is
applied to promote network weights at each layer to obtain a
sparsity network and prune the network. On the other hand,
we propose neuron measurement (DSWN-NM) to achieve the
neural network scaling. The L2 norm of column weight, as a
neuron ranking [22] criteria is applied to scale up or down
the importance of each intermediate neuron, which leads to
accelerating the speed of network convergence.
The key contributions of the proposed DSWN method are
summarized below:
– We propose a deep structural model to learn a variety of
structural information of the network. This model promotes the network to adapt to various practical needs
according to different measurements.
– We use two kinds of measurement in DSWN. One is
sparsity measurement (DSWN-SM) integrates exclusive
sparsity by using L1,2 regularization to reduce redundancies among network weights. The other is neuron
measurement (DSWN-NM) by using L2 norm of column
weight with OWN to scale up or down the importance of
each intermediate neuron.
– We validate our DSWN model on four public databases, i.e. MNIST, PIE, CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100. The
results show that DSWN-SM can reduce the number of
trainable parameters while guaranteeing high accuracy
whereas DSWN-NM can accelerate the convergence
while improving the performance of deep networks.

Fig. 1  Illustration of two measurements of network structure:
a Sparsity measurement which
learns a sparse connection of
network to remove redundancies among network weights.
b Neuron measurement which
learns to scale up or down the
importance of each intermediate
neuron

(a) Sparsity Measurement
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(b) Neuron Measurement
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2 Related work
2.1 Normalization
In optimization community, data normalization is widely
used for speed up training through proper initialization
based on the assumption of the data distribution. However,
as the network becoming more and more complicated, the
normalization effects of initialization may fade away [23].
Therefore, normalization the activations [7–9, 24, 25] in
deep neural networks have been studied. Batch normalization (BN) [7] was proposed to guarantee that the normalization runs through the entire training process. To ensure
normalization throughout the entire training process, batch
normalization was proposed to perform normalization along
the batch dimension, and now is a fundamental component
in many state-of-the-art deep networks for its fast training
speed and superior performances. Despite its great success,
BN performances can dramatically drop when the batch size
is reduced or when the data statistics do not support minibatch training. Layer normalization (LN) [24] normalizes
data on the channel dimension, which computed the statics
of zero-mean and unit-variance over all the hidden units in
the same layers, targeting at the scenario where the size of
mini-batch is limited. Instance normalization (IN) [25] performs BN for each sample individually is able to filter out
complex appearance variances [26]. Group normalization
(GN) [8] achieves stable accuracy in a wide range of batch
sizes that finding a better middle point between layer normalization and Instance normalization.
Weight normalization [9] was proposed to alleviates BNś
issue when the batches become small. Standard weight normalization by reparameterization the weight vectors in a neural network that decouples the length of those weight vectors
from their direction. Theoretically, weight normalization can
ensure the outputs of the network layers are approximately
normalization if weight matrices are close to orthogonal.
There exist methods to solve the optimization problems over
weight normalization with orthogonal constraints [27, 28].
Dorobantu et al. also proposed a simple method of updating orthogonal linear transformations in RNN in a way that
maintains orthogonality. Vorontsov [29] advocate soft constraints on orthogonality when they find that hard constraints
on orthogonality can negatively affect the speed of convergence and model performance. Harandi and Fernando [30]
have proposed Stiefel layer to guarantee fully connected layer
to be orthogonal by using Reimannian gradient in Euclidean
inner product with QR-retraction. Ozay and Okatani [31] also
used Riemannian optimization to guarantee convolutional
kernels within a channel are orthogonal.
Recurrently, Huang et al. [10] proposed a novel orthogonal weight normalization method which constructs orthogonal transformation over proxy parameters to ensure the

weight matrix is orthogonal and back-propagates gradient
information through the transformation during training. This
method is more general and can stabilize the distribution of
network activations. However, this method does not take into
account the structural characteristics of the network, resulting in a lot of redundancy between its weights.

2.2 Network structure learning
Obtaining sparse network structure by removing unnecessary weight, is a long-studied topic in deep learning research
[32–34]. The most simplest yet popular weight removal
method is to prune out weak weight by simple threshold.
Dropout [35] was widely used in training deep nets. By stochastically dropping the neurons it prevents co-adaption of
feature detectors. A similar effect can be achieved by dropping
a subset of activations [36]. Wu et al. [35] extended the idea of
stochastic dropping to convolutional neural networks by probabilistic pooling of convolution activations. Yet another form
of stochastic training recommends randomly dropping entire
layers [37], forcing the model to learn similar features across
various layers which prevent extreme overfitting. Another
way of inducing sparsity on weight is L1-regularizaiton. Collins and Kohli [13] applied to convolutional neural networks,
demonstrating that it can obtain a compact, memory-efficient
network the expense of small reduction in the prediction accuracy. There also exists quite a number of works on imposing
exclusivity among the learned model parameters/features. One
popular way is to enforce exclusivity is through (1,2)-norm,
which is basically the 2-norm over 1-norm groups, that results
in promoting sparsity across different vectors. Zhou et al. proposed the (1,2)-norm for the first time [18] , where it is used
to promote competitions among the models jointly learned in
multitask learning framework. Grauman et al. used a similar
regularizer in a metric learning setting [38], with an additional
L1-regularization that helps learn discriminative features for
each metric. Kong et al. generalized the (1,2)-norm to be used
with arbitrary objective and handle overlapping groups [39].
By imposing exclusive sparsity into orthogonal weight normalization [10], such sparse neural network can be learn and
the structural knowledge can be propagated at the same time.
Interesting in neurons ranking has a long history. LeCun
[20] and Hassibi et al. showed that using the Hession, which
contains second-order derivative, identifies the weak neurons and performs better than using the magnitude of the
weight. Computing the Hessian is expensive and thus was
not widely used. Han et al. [22] showed that the norm of
weights is still effective ranking criteria and yields sparse
models. The sparse model do not translate to faster inference, but as a neuron ranking criterion, they are effective. Hu
et al. [21] explored average percentage of zeros (APoZ) in
the activations and use a data-driven threshold to determine
the cut-off. Molchanov et al. [40] recommended the second
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term from the Taylor expansion of the loss function. Now we
construct a penalty matrix to act on neurons, which inspired
by feature selection [41]. Through enforcing relevant and
informative neurons such that can learn the scalable neural
network.

‖2
where ‖
‖WG − VC ‖F indicates the loss of each layer to learn
the structural information. To obtain our model, we can
transformed above objective function by adding lagrangian
multiplier as:

3 Deep structural weight normalization

Further, by setting the gradient of the lagrangian to zero with
respect to the primal variables and assuming G is invertible.
We can establish a direct relationship between the VC and
the W as:

Consider a standard neural network with L hidden layers.
For a single hidden layer l, where l ∈ {1, 2, … , L} and the
forward propagation is described by A(l) = 𝜑(l) (A(l−1) , 𝜃 (l) ),
where A(l - 1) is a vector consisting of all outs from the previous hidden layer and 𝜃 l = W l , bl is the learnable parameters. This usually consists of a linear transformation
Z (l) = W (l) A(l−1) + b(l) with learnable W (l) ∈ ℜn×d and biases
b(l) ∈ ℜn×1 , followed by an element-wise nonlinearity:
A(l) = 𝜑(l) (Z (l) ). 𝜑(l) (⋅) denotes some kinds of activation functions such as Sigmoid, Tanh or Relu. Then, given a d-dimensional dataset X, the output of the network is described by a
non-linear function f (X, 𝜃).
The number of parameters in DNNs is generally very
large, which obstructs its scalability and feasibility due
to computation inefficiency and overfitting. Therefore, we
intend to reduce the model complexity by finding a sparse
representation of the neural network. Moreover, with the
deepening of the network, gradient vanish as well as explosion problem arise that further increase the difficulty of
network training. Also, an orthogonal weight normalization
(OWN) [10] method was introduced, that can regularize
DNNs to guarantee generalization and stabilize the distribution of network activations.
In this section, motivated by the above discussions, we
propose a new weight normalization model called deep
structural weight normalization (DSWN); to better solve the
aforementioned problems. We introduce two different structural measurements to impose regularity on each network
weight using different penalty matrixes by integrating OWN
with sparsity measurement (DSWN-SM) and with neuron
measurement (DSWN-NM).

WG = 𝜙(V)

(1)

where W is the final structured weight , G is penalty matrix ,
𝜙(V) is represented as linear transformation 𝜙(V) = PV , and
proxy vector V ∈ ℜn×d is usually assumed to be zero-centered. Centering V through VC = V − c1Td , where c = d1 V1d
and 1d is d-dimension vector with all ones. P is introduced to
satisfy WG = PVC and minimize the distortion between WG
and VC . Then the objective function is as follows:

‖2
argmin ‖
‖WG − VC ‖F
W

s.t. WG2 W T = I
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(2)

T
2 T
‖2
L(W) = ‖
‖WG − VC ‖F + 𝝀 (WG W − I)

(3)

(4)

VC = (I + 𝝀T )WG

As mentioned, WG = PVC , therefore P = (I + 𝜆T )−1. We can
define the covariance matrix 𝛴 = VC VCT and it can be transformed into Eq. 5 through Eq. 4
(5)

𝚺 = (I + 𝝀T )2 WG2 W T = (I + 𝝀T )2 I
− 21

Combining Eq.4, such that P = (I + 𝜆T )−1 = 𝛴 . As
𝛴 = VC VCT is a symmetric covariance matrix, then it can be
eigenvalue decomposition. The solution is P = D𝛬−1∕2 DT ,
where 𝛬 = diag(𝜎1 , ..., 𝜎n ) and D represent the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix 𝛴 = VC VCT . Based
on this, the weight will be:

W = 𝜙(V)G−1 = D𝚲−1∕2 DT (V − c1Td )G−1

(6)

3.1 DSWN‑SM (sparsity measurement)
In DSWN-SM, we include exclusive sparsity [18] penalty
based on L1,2-norm that promotes competition for features
between different weights to obtain sparsity neuron networks. When the task is a classification task, this makes
sense since the objective is to differentiate between classes
which can be achieved by identifying discriminative feature
for each class. The generic exclusive sparsity regularization
is defined as follows:

(
)2
1 ∑ ‖ ‖2 1 ∑ ∑ | |
ES(W) =
‖W ‖ =
|wg,i |
| |
2 g ‖ g ‖1 2 g
i

(7)

where Wg is the weight matrix for group that is defined on
W ∈ ℜn×d . This norm called as (1, 2)-norm, and is basically
the 2-norm over 1-norm groups. Exclusive sparsity can be
straightforwardly applied to a deep network, by grouping
network weights from the same neuron at each layer into
on group and applying (1,2)-norm on these groups. This
will enforce each output neuron to compete for input neurons, which will result in learning largely disparate network
weights at each layer. The regularized learning objective can
be solved using proximal gradient descent. The proximal
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operator for the exclusive sparsity over orthogonal weight
normalization is obtained as follows:
�
�
𝜅 ‖𝜙(V) ‖
WSM = 𝜙(V)g,i 1 − 𝜙(V) g 1
� g,i � +
�
�
(8)
�
�
�
�
= sign(𝜙(V)g,i ) �𝜙(V)g,i � − 𝜅 �𝜙(V)g �
�
�
�
�1 +
−1, the (1

𝜅 ‖𝜙(V)g ‖1

) ∈ ℜ can
�𝜙(V)g,i � +
be seen as a penalty matrix. For all g and i, where g is each
group and i is an element of in each group. 𝜙(V) ∈ ℜn×d
indicates the orthogonal transformation and 𝜅 is the regularization parameters.
According to W = 𝜙(V)G

−

In DSWN-NM, the penalty matrix G on each network weight
is based on neuron scaling by selecting significant neurons
to improve the efficiency of the neural network. From Eq. 6,
we can see that G is inversely proportional to W. So we use
‖
gi = 𝛾∕(2‖
‖Vci ‖2 + 𝜀)(𝜀 → 0) to rank neurons, as norm of
column vectors is effective neuron ranking criteria and yields
sparse models [22]. Also Vc = [Vc1 , Vc2 , … Vcd ] ∈ ℜn×d and
‖Vc ‖ which means the associated feature scores and indi‖ i ‖2
cates the importance of i-neuron. Our goal is to make gi
smaller so that G−1
will become larger and the scaling effect
NM
will be obvious. Therefore, the selection range of our 𝛾 is
[0,1]. After the test [42], the effect of comparison 1 is more
obvious. As a result we set 𝛾 = 1. In particular, small perturbation is utilized in gi to prevent potential trivial cases being
triggered. The purpose of the penalty matrix is to strength
relevant neurons to fit to different data. Therefore, the penalty matrix can be design as following:

GNM

(10)

WNM = 𝜙(V)G−1
NM

3.3 Back‑propagation

n×d

3.2 DSWN‑NM (neuron measurement)

⎡ g1
⎤
⎢ g2
⎥
=⎢
⎥
⋱
⎢
⎥
⎣
gd ⎦

where GNM ∈ ℜd×d is a diagonal matrix with i-th element gi.
As a result, the neuron measurement is:

(9)

Generally, a neural network back-propagates information
about the error, in reverse through the network to refine
the parameters and attains the maximum accuracy. This is
usually done by a gradient descent approach that exploits
the chain rule. Through [10] we can get the relevant backpropagates given below:
𝜕L
𝜕𝚲

𝜕L
= − 12 DT 𝜕W
W T D𝚲−1

𝜕L
𝜕D

=

𝜕L
WT D
𝜕W

T

1

(11)

1

𝜕L
+ D𝚲 2 DT W 𝜕W
D𝚲− 2

where L is the loss function. Further, to attain maximum
accuracy we back-propagate the gradient information
through linear transformation by combining the above derivatives based on chain rule as follows:
𝜕L
𝜕𝚺

𝜕L
𝜕L
= D((K T ⊙ (DT 𝜕D
)) + ( 𝜕𝚲
)diag )DT

𝜕L
𝜕c

𝜕L
𝜕L
D𝚲− 2 DT − 2 ⋅ 1Td (V − c1Td )T ( 𝜕𝚺
= −1Td G−1 𝜕W
)s

𝜕L
𝜕V

𝜕L −1
𝜕L
= D𝚲− 2 D 𝜕W
G + 2 𝜕𝚺
(V − c1Td ) +

T

1

1

T

(12)

1 𝜕L T T
1d
d 𝜕c

where K is 0-diagonal and structured organized as
1
𝜕L
)diag is used to set all off[i ≠ j] [43]. Also, ( 𝜕𝛬
Kij = 𝜎 −𝜎
i

j

𝜕L
diagonal elements of 𝜕𝛬
to zero. The ⊙ operator represents
𝜕L
element-wise matrix multiplication. In Eq.12, 𝜕𝛴
is sym1 𝜕L T
𝜕L
𝜕L
metrized by ( 𝜕𝛴 )s = 2 ( 𝜕𝛴 + 𝜕𝛴 ). In our DSWN algorithm,
𝜕L
for given 𝜕V
including penalty matrix G that means the structural characteristic can be propagated backwards, we can
apply regular gradient decent strategy or other compliant
optimization methods to update V.

Algorithm 1 Forward for pre-training DSWN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

Input: dataset X ∈ d×m
Initialize: V ∈ n×d and b ∈ n×1
Output: A ∈ n×m and W ∈ n×d
while Some predefine stopping criterion is satisfied do
for each layer do
T
Calculate: Σ = VC VC
Calculate: D and Λ through eigenvalue decomposition Σ
Calculate: P = DΛ−1/2 DT
Calculate: G through Eq.8 & Eq.9
Update: W through Eq.6
Calculate: A
end for
end while
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Algorithm 2 Backward for pre-training DSWN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

∂L
Input: ∂A
∈ n×m and Learning Rate
Output: V ∈ n×d
while Some predefine stopping criterion is satisfied do
for each layer do
∂L
and ∂L
Calculate: ∂W
∂b
∂L
Calculate: ∂V through Eq.12
Update: V
end for
end while

4 Experiments
In this section, we carry out extensive experiments and result
analysis of the two proposed DSWN-SM and DSWN-NM
methods on MNIST, PIE, CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets. The compared method including: (1) Standard: It is a
standard network without optimization [7, 44] and it use
100% parameters to train network. (2) ES [18]: Exclusive
sparsity is the network whose weights at each layer are
regularized with L1,2-norm only. (3) CGES [45]: Combined
group and exclusive sparsity that combined structured sparsity on the weights. (4) DSWN-SM: Our proposed method
that integrates an exclusive sparsity over orthogonal weight
normalization. (5) WN [9]: Weight normalization is one of
the most related studies that normalizes the weight as unit
norm via re-parameterization, but it does not introduce the
orthogonality for the weights matrix. (6) QR [30]: It is a
conventional method that guarantees fully connected layer
to be orthogonal by QR decomposition. (7) OWN [10]: A
method that normalize the weight and ensure the weight is
orthogonal by constructing orthogonal transformation over
proxy parameters. (8) DSWN-NM: Our proposed method
that integrates a neuron scaling over orthogonal weight normalization. As our proposed method is comprises of sparsity
and neuron measurements; therefore, firstly sparsity measurement is done on two image retrieval datasets to show the
superiority of proposed method. Then comparisons are carried out for neuron measurement on fully connected network
and convolution neural network.

4.1 Experiments on DSWN‑SM
In order to validate the superiority of our proposed DSWNSM method, we analyze the experimental results on VGG
[46] and BN-inception [47] network over the CIFAR datasets. CIFAR-10 dataset consists of 60,000 images sized pixels, from ten animal and vehicle classes (airplane, automobile, bird, cat, deer, dog, frog, horse, ship and truck). For
each class, there are 5,000 images for training and 1,000
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images for test, and CIFAR-100 dataset has 100 generic
object classes instead of 10. For each class, 500 images are
used for training and 100 images are used for test. We train
the network using stochastic gradient descent (SGD), with
the momentum 0.9 and weight decay 5 × 10−4 . The learning rate is chosen 0.05 and exponentially decayed to 1%
in the last (100th) epoch. The data preprocessing and data
augmentation follow the commonly used mean andstandard
normalization.
4.1.1 Performance evaluation
We analyze the performance of the proposed DSWN-SM
method with respect to number of epochs used. The different regularization parameters—means what weight do
we need to choose. We set the value of—between 1e−1
and 1e−7 [45]. After many experiments, we determine the
value of regularization parameter 𝜅 from 1e−1,1e−3,3e−3
,5e−4,1e−5,3e−5,1e−7 to control the number of network
parameters. We found that our sparsity measurement helps
network to achieve better accuracy using less epochs over
CIFAR datasets, compared to conventional sparsity methods. Fig. 2a shows the performance in CIFAR-10 dataset on
VGG network. We use 60% parameters for our DSWN-SM
and 70% parameters for ES and CGES. Performance results
show that DSWN-SM only takes 30 epochs to achieve the
final test error of ES and CGES. Although the ‘Standard’
method can achieve the good classification performance,
but our method uses 40% less parameters than ‘standard’
method and achieves the same performance. From Fig. 2b
it is worth noting the results on CIFAR-100 dataset. Our
DSWN-SM method only uses 40% parameters whereas ES
uses 53% parameters and CGES uses 50% parameters. The
accuracy of DSWN-SM is higher than that of ES and CGES
by 2.2% and 2.1%, respectively. Further, we find that our
proposed DSWN-SM converges the fastest with respect to
the epochs, and generalizes the best, compared to ES and
CGES. Although standard method achieves almost the same
accuracy as DSWN-SM, but it needs more epochs to train

Structure injected weight normalization for training deep networks	

Fig. 2  The Experimental results of sparsity measurement on CIFAR
datasets. a Performance on VGG network over CIFAR-10 bPerformance on VGG network over CIFAR-100 c Performance on BN-

inception over CIFAR-10, DSWN-SM_60% means DSWN-SM using
60% parameters and DSWN-SM_80% using 80% parameters

the network. Moreover, we compare our method with full
parameter normalization methods. Fig. 2c shows that our
method has a higher convergence rate and more stability
on BN-inception network, when compared with WN methods. Fig. 3c shows that DSWN-SM using 80% parameters
on VGG and BN-inception networks achieves 91.5% and
95.48% top-1 accuracy respectively. The results demonstrate
that our DSWN-SM outperforms WN and OWN in terms
of both optimization quality and generalization capability.

other methods. The combined group and exclusive sparsity
(CGES) method enforces exclusive sparsity and improves
the performance. Although CGES has better accuracy/
parameters trade-off, but it sacrifices more accuracy. Our
DSWN-SM method not only achieves better performance
but also greatly reducing the number of parameters. Fig. 3a
shows the results on CIFAR-10 dataset. Our DSWN-SM
method gets CGES best accuracy by using only 30% parameters, that is 40% less number of parameters of CGES. Fig. 3b
shows the results on CIFAR-100 dataset. The results show
that our DSWN-SM method generally improves the accuracy
by 2.5% with the same number of parameters, compared to
CGES. In particular, DSWN-SM improves the accuracy of
ES 2.74% when 80% of the parameters are used. Moreover,
Fig. 3c shows DSWN-SM uses less number of parameters
and improves the classification accuracy over the orthogonal weight normalization method which uses full parameters DSWN-SM imposes a sparse matrix constraint on the

4.1.2 Parameters (%) evaluation
We further validate our sparsity measurement has better
accuracy efficiency trade-off compared to baseline methods,
by measuring the accuracy over number of parameters for
each method. Fig. 3a and b show the test accuracy of the
different method over number of parameters. The exclusive
sparsity (ES) regularization in general performs worse than
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Fig. 3  a, b Report the accuracy-efficiency trade-off on VGG network over number of parameters to see how each sparsity-including
regularization at various sparsity range affect the model accuracy. c

Shows the accuracy of DSWN-SM using different parameters compared with orthogonal weight normalization in CNNs on CIFAR-10

condition that the weight is normalized, thus reducing the
use of parameters in the network. The direct effect of pruning is to prevent overfitting of the network.

4.2.1 Classification results on fully connected network

4.2 Experiments on DSWN‑NM
In this section, we show the classification performance in
the form of digit and visualized pictures recognition on fully
connected network and convolution neural network. We validate the advantages of our proposed neuron measurement
method in both performance and inference speed comparing to existing weight normalization methods. DSWN-NM
designs a diagonal matrix as the penalty matrix in order to
scale the whole neuron. The diagonal elements of a diagonal
matrix can act on the entire weight vector, which also means
that it can act on the entire neuron.
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In this experiment, we show the recognition results on
MNIST and PIE datasets. MNIST is a well-known and
widely-used digit classification dataset, which contains
70,000 28 × 28 grayscale images of handwritten digits for
training example images. It has 6,000 training instances and
1,000 test instances per class whereas PIE is a face recognition dataset with 11544 images from 68 classes, we sample
1340 images as the test set and others as training set. In order
to show the supremacy of our proposed DSWN-NM method
in MNIST dataset, we train 6-layers fully connected network that employ SGD optimization. We first set the same
number of neurons for all the methods, i.e. the final feature representations obtained from different methods have
the same dimension. Then the initial values of tied weights
and biases are set in the same way. The mini-batch size is
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set to 1024. We evaluate the test error as a function with
respect to epochs. The final classification results are shown
in Table 1. From it, we can realize that the classification
results of our method are superior to the traditional normalization methods. For example, the accuracies of DSWN-NM
are higher than that of OWN and QR by 1.29% and 3.52%,
respectively. In addition, the reason why DSWN-NM can
always obtains the highest classification accuracy is that the
model can reduce the loss of information by regularizing
each weight. Also, Fig. 4a shows the performance comparisons of comparative methods on MNIST dataset. Although
QR and OWN methods also have faster convergence rate,
but our proposed DSWN-NM method has highest accuracy
with efficient convergence.
On the other hand, we try to incorporate Adam optimization [44] into PIE datasets to show the supremacy of our
proposed method. We employ networks with WN and OWN
as baselines for comparisons. For all methods, we train a
6-layers fully connected network with the number of neurons in each hidden layer as 128 and Relu as nonlinearity.
The mini-batch size is set to 256. We show the error rate
based on Adam optimization in Fig. 4b. From the figure, we
can realize that our DSWN-NM method has better stability
and faster convergence rate as compared to state-of-the-art
Table 1  The mean test accuracy
on fully connected network

Standard
QR
WN
OWN
DSWN-NM

MNIST

PIE

94.74
94.38
97.60
96.61
97.90

96.52
94.82
97.33
98.54
98.88

methods. Such as, DSWN-NM only take 13 epochs to
achieve the final test error of OWN. Similarly, DSWN-NM
only takes 7 epochs to achieve the final test error of WN. In
addition, from Table 1, we can perceive that the classification results of our proposed DSWN-NM method combined
with Adam optimization has the best accuracy of 98.88%
as compared to 98.54% of OWN. Because there are more
neurons in the fully connected network, the effect is more
obvious in the fully connected network.
4.2.2 Classification results on convolution neural network
In this subsection, we evaluate our DSWN-NM method
on VGG-Net for image classification, on CIFAR-10 and
CIFAR-100 datasets, respectively. We set the same training parameters as sparsity measurement on CIFAR dataset.
Fig. 5a and b show the performances with respect to epochs
on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 for comparative normalization approaches. We can find that with the numbers of epoch
increases, the VGG network achieves better performance
both in optimization efficiency and generalization. For
example, from Fig. 5a DSWN-NM only take 16 epochs to
achieve the final test error of OWN. Similarly, DSWN-NM
only takes 10 epochs to achieve the final test error of WN.
Moreover, Table 2 reports the test error, from which we can
find DSWN-NM achieves the best performance consistently
on both datasets. On CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, our proposed DSWN-NM method achieves the best 91.74% and
67.64% accuracies, respectively.
4.2.3 Compare sparsity measurement
In this section, we intuitively compare the performance
of DSWN-NM and DSWN-SM methods on the CIFAR

Fig. 4  Performance comparisons on Fully connected network. a Fully connected networks with MNIST dataset. b Fully connected networks
with PIE dataset
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Fig. 5  Performance comparisons on convolution connected network. a Image classification with VGG-Net on CIFAR-10 b Image classification
with VGG-Net on CIFAR-100
Table 2  Average accuracies with standard deviations (%) on CIFAR
datasets computed over five independent runs

Standard
WN
OWN
DSWN-NM

CIFAR-10

CIFAR-100

90.88±0.18
90.25±0.26
91.24±0.13
91.74±0.14

64.72±0.20
65.83±0.23
67.24±0.15
67.64±0.10

dataset. We set the same training parameters as above
with the VGG network. In Fig. 6a and b, the DSWN-SM
use 70% parameters. Performance shows that DSWN-NM
achieve better accuracy than DSWN-SM. This is mainly
because the DSWN-SM is a sparse method, which affects

Fig. 6  Performance comparison between DSWN-SM and DSWN-NM
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the performance of the network while reducing the use of
parameters. In particular , DSWN-NM is higher than that
of DSWN-SM by 2.1% on the CIFAR-100. It can be seen
that DSWN-SM does not perform well in multi-category
classification.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we proposed an improved deep structural
weight normalization (DSWN) technique, based on structural learning in deep neural networks. The proposed method
was presented in a collaborative form of orthogonal weight
normalization (OWN) with network structural measurements. There, we give two measurements. One with neuron
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scaling (DSWN-NM) and other is with sparsity measurement (DSWN-SM). Specifically, DSWN-SM uses exclusive
sparsity regularization based on L1,2-norm on the network
weights along with OWN, where exclusive sparsity imposes
the network weights to use significance input neurons while
OWN helps in stabilizing the distributions of activation. In
addition, DSWN-NM integrates OWN with neuron ranking
which uses L2 norm of columen weight to scale up or down
the importance of each intermediate neuron while avoiding
overfitting and strengthen the generalization capability, and
thus accelerate the speed of network convergence.
Various CNNs network types, such as VGG and BNinception, and also fully connected network have been
verified under the optimization framework of proposed
DSWN method. Experimental results on computer vision
datasets compared with various normalization and sparsity methods demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
DSWN-NM and DSWN-SM algorithms. In addition, we
have tried to combine the two methods. However, the
improvement of experimental results is not obvious, and
the training time becomes very long due to the complexity
of the structure of G. So it’s not a good way to combine
the two models.
In the future, we will apply our idea into other normalization techniques such as Layer Normalization and Group
Normalization. Not only that, we need further validation on
large networks and large datasets like ImageNet.
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